This paper empirically examines the determinants of capital structure using 876,353 Chinese firm-year observations during the 1998-2007 period. Consistent with the general finding in developed markets, we find that long-term debt ratios are positively related to firm size and asset tangibility but negative related to profitability and growth opportunities in China. We also find that long-term debt ratios are positively related to state ownership and legal person institutional ownership, which appears to suggest that firms with more government stake are more likely to receive long-term loans from banks. These results are not driven by time series effects and remain strong when we use alternative proxies for firm size, growth opportunities and profitability.
Introduction
The choice of capital structure is a well-studied question given a large body of theoretical literature but in the meanwhile it also looks like a question that we don't know much about due to conflicting findings in the empirical literature (Myers 1984) . On the theory side, many efforts are being made to resolve this question from a tax-bankruptcy trade-off perspective (Modigliani and Miller 1958, Modigliani and Miller 1963) , from an informational asymmetry perspective (Myers 1984, Myers and Majluf 1984) , from agency problem perspective (Jensen and Meckling 1976, Jensen 1986) , and from a market-timing perspective (Baker and Wurgler 2002) . Although many studies on the empirical side do lend support to those established theories, a lot more do not find consistent evidence thus the empirical literature is as indeterminate as the theoretical one. In this paper, we use a large sample of non-listed firms to examine the choice of capital structure of firms in the context of a developing country. We are not intended to test any specific theory of capital structure but to see whether the stylized facts that we have learned from studies of developed countries can be extended to emerging markets.
China is of particular interest for at least two reasons -its rapidly growing economic importance and its developing transition emerging-markets economy. First, due to the increased economic importance during the past thirty years, China has now become the second largest economy only after the US and its significance will continue to grow in the coming decade. Thus never before in the past has getting to know China been more important than now. However, in sharp contrast to the knowledge that we gain in US and other developed economies, very little is known about determinants of capital structure for firms in China and other emerging markets. Second, there is a growing literature which is focused on the implications of political connections. Evidence suggests that political connections help firms to secure favorable regulatory conditions (Agrawal and Knoeber 2001), access to resources such as bank loans (Khwaja and Mian 2005 , Faccio 2006 , Fraser et al. 2006 ) and equity markets (Francis et al. 2009 ) , and ultimately influence firm value or corporate performance in a variety of ways (Fisman 2001 , Dewenter and Malatesta 2001 , Johnson and Mitton 2003 , Fan et al. 2007 , Tian and Estrin 2008 , Boubakri et al. 2009 , Ng et al. 2009 , Boubakri et al. 2010 , Chen et al. 2010 . It seems that the influence of political connections in emerging markets is a norm rather than an exception. China has begun transforming its economy from centrally-planned to market-oriented since 1978. For historical reasons, the majority of firms and banks are state-owned or controlled which facilitates us to study on the effect of political connection. Thus it is interesting to see whether scare financial resources such as bank loans in China where other outside financing choices are virtually blocked are as skewed toward politically connected firms as they are in other emerging economies.
We hypothesize that Chinese firms with stronger political connections should carry more debts. We use two firm-specific variables to measure the changing level of political patronage that firms might receive -state ownership and LP institutional ownership. These two measures are defined as the proportional of shares outstanding owned by the state or other government-controlled legal entities, designed to capture the direct and indirect interest of the central government in the firm respectively.
They correspond to the interest of the state in different ways thus they can capture the influence of political connection on debt ratios to some extent if political connections do matter.
The empirical results support this political patronage hypothesis. We first examine the determinant of capital structure and consider those firm characteristics following the literature. We find that long-term debt ratios are positively related to firm size and asset tangibility but negatively related to profitability and growth opportunities, consistent with the general findings in the literature. These results remain strong and reliable even when we use alternative proxies for firm size, growth opportunities and profitability. Then we add in two political variables to examine whether they can show extra explanatory power to the long-term debt ratios. We find that holding constant the other common determinants, long-term debt ratios are positively related to state ownership and LP institutional ownership, consistent with the political patronage hypothesis that long-term debt ratios for those politically favored firms tend to be higher. These findings are not driven by time series effects and obtain not only in the overall sample, but also in a variety of subsamples such as large-and medium-sized firms versus small-sized firms, state-owned firms versus non state-owned firms.
We contribute to the literature in at least two respects. First, our findings in a broader sense can be a useful extension to the existing literature which is entirely focused on the listed sector from developed and developing countries such as Rajan and Zingales (1995) and Booth et al. (2001) . In addition to some common determinants such as firm size, growth opportunities, profitability and asset tangibility, we show that state ownership and LP ownership can also explain the choice of capital structure. In a narrow sense, our study adds to the understanding of capital structure choice of Chinese firms. Several studies attempt to examine established theories of capital structure using Chinese listed firms and they appear to find consistent evidence to some extent such as Huang and Song (2006) , Shen et al. (2009) and Wang and Hong (2009) . We complement this strand of studies by using a sample of non-listed firms. Since public listing only goes to a very tiny proportion of Chinese firms, listed firms are overwhelmingly outnumbered so the conclusion based on these non-listed firms should be fairly general.
Second, our findings also add to the literature which is specifically focused on the implications of political connections. We do not look into firm performance as those studies do but capital structure of Chinese firms instead. We provide empirical evidence that political connections are important for firms which wish to receive bank credit allocation in China, an emerging market in which the banking industry is dominated by state-controlled banks. This finding is similar to the case of Malaysia and consistent with results of several recent studies on bank credit allocation in China such as Firth et al. (2009) and Li et al. (2008) . The former reports that having the state as a minority owner helps firms to obtain bank loans while the latter shows that party membership serves the same purpose as state ownership in private firms.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the empirical literature and develops the hypotheses in this study. Section 3 describes our unique data. We present empirical results in section 4 and robustness check in Section 5. Section 5 provides a concluding remarks.
Literature and hypotheses
We empirically examine the determinants of capital structure of Chinese non-listed firms. To this end, we are intended to answer the following two questions. The first question we examine is whether firm characteristics explaining capital structure in the developed countries show explanatory power in the Chinese context. We use multiple regression analysis to answer this question. The dependant variable, the ratio of long-term liabilities to total assets (LTD), is regressed on a set of variables describing firm characteristics on several respects according to the findings in the literature. We choose LTD over the ratio of total liabilities to total assets and the ratio of total liabilities to total equities as our major financing variable because (1) short-term liabilities include many items unrelated to bank loans such as accounts payable, wages payable and benefits payable to employee and the NBS data do not allow us to separate these items from bank borrowing directly, and (2) factors found to be relevant for long-term borrowing can be applied to the short-term borrowing. In particular, we consider the following regression:
Equation (1) is motivated by the general finding in the capital structure literature that debt ratios are positively related to firm size and asset tangibility while negatively related to profitability and growth opportunities 1 . Large firms tend to accumulate more debts because they are more likely to be well diversified thus associated with low default risks. Profitable firms tend to have fewer debts since they face a low cost of financial distress, a more serious agency problem of free cash flows or a more valuable interest tax shield. The free cash flow problem is less pronounced for growth firms so they tend to have fewer debts to discipline management. The valuation uncertainty of tangible assets is lower than that of intangibles thus firms with a larger proportion of tangible assets tend to face lower costs of financial distress so more debts will result. The control variables also include the average tax rate (Tax) to measure the extent of interest tax shields, the ratio of sales, general and administration expenses to sales revenues (SGA) to account for the uniqueness of products or the specialized labor, sector average of debt ratios (Sector_LTD) to capture sector conditions. et al. 2009 , Ng et al. 2009 , Boubakri et al. 2010 , Chen et al. 2010 . It is therefore interesting to find out whether political connections help firms to obtain more debts. To answer this question, we estimate the following three equations:
where Political is the additional variable to control for the proportion of state holding in the firm. If political patronage does matter in the Chinese context, the coefficients on Political in (2) should be positive.
Data
Our unique data come from the National Basic Unit Census conducted by the National Bureau of Statistics We require that a firm must be present in at least three adjacent years so that we can calculate the one-year lagged value of firm size, asset tangibility, profitability and growth opportunities among others.
We trim both the top 1% and the bottom 1% of every variable to reduce the influence of outliers. Our final sample comprises 876,353 firm-year observations during the 1998-2007 period.
Panel A in Table 1 owns some 21% of shares in large and medium-sized firms, while just 10% in small-sized firms. This difference is more striking for state and non-state firms, with some 25% for the former and merely 1% for the latter. By contrast, there is no much difference in the proportion of LP institutional shares in the firms.
The institutional holding in firms is within the range of somewhere between 20 to 24%. Large and medium-sized firms tend to have more growth opportunities, more tangible assets but its financial performance is weaker than small-sized ones. State firms tend to be more tangible and larger in firm size than non-state firms but the latter is stronger in financial performance and growth opportunities.
[ to 25.97%. We also notice that as three different proxies for firm size, total assets, sales revenues and employees give us a very different picture of firm size changing over time. Total assets do not vary much from 2000 to 2007, but sales revenues and employees seem to be increasing and decreasing respectively.
Assets growth, sales growth and capital expenditure growth are three alternative measures of growth opportunities under this study. There seems to be a growing trend associated with sales growth but no clear trend for the other two. Three alternative profitability measures -EBIT, ROA, and ROE -appear to be increasing over time, and this growing pattern is most evident with EBIT.
Empirical Analysis

Correlation
We first examine the unconditional correlation between long-term debt ratios, state ownership, LP institutional ownership, and other firm characteristics. Table 2 presents the preliminary evidence on the determinants of long-term debt borrowing.
[ Table 2 around here]
In this unconditional correlation analysis, long-term debt ratios do not seem to be positively correlated with these variables expect for state ownership (=0.21), total assets (=0.17), employees (=0.14) and the sector average of LTD (=0.31), which suggests that state ownership, size, and the sector average are among the important determinants of long-term debt ratios. We note that three proxies for firm size, growth opportunities and profitability are highly correlated with on another so we cannot include them all in the same regression model. We do not find other variables highly correlated each other so the multicollinearity problem is not severe.
Determinants of Long-term Debt Ratios
To answer the first question whether firm characteristics explaining capital structure in the developed countries show explanatory power in the Chinese context, we estimate the equation (1). We use three alternative measures for firm size -log of total assets (Assets), log of sales revenues (Sales), and log of employees (Employees). We use three alternative growth measures -assets growth (Assets_g), sales growth (Sales_g), and capital expenditure growth (CapExp_g). We also use three alternative profitability variables -EBIT, ROA and ROE. Table 3 summarizes regression results, with t-statistics in parentheses calculated using White's (1980) robust standard errors.
[ Table 3 around here]
Consistent with the general findings in the literature, these regression results show that long-term debt ratios are positively related to firm size and asset tangibility, but negatively related to profitability and growth opportunities, significant at the 1% level in most cases. Those coefficients on SGA and sector average of debt ratios are both significantly positive but coefficients on Tax are not significantly different from zero, which seems to suggest that the risks associated with the uniqueness of products or specialized labor have impact on the amount of long-term loans that firms can borrow from banks, but the tax incentive does not appear to prevail in the Chinese context.
We compare three alternative size measures in Model 1-3, leaving other controls unchanged and we find that total assets seem to dominate the other two size variables in explaining long-term debt ratios.
We compare three alternative growth measures in Model 1, Model 4 and 5, and we find that the growth in capital expenditures appears to be a better growth variable than the growth in total assets and the growth in sales since it comes with a better adjusted R 2 . We also compare three profitability measures in
Model 5, Model 6 and Model 7 where we keep total assets as the only size variable and capital expenditure growth as the only growth variable. In terms of adjusted R 2 , we find that ROA seems to beat the others.
Tests for the Political Patronage Hypothesis
We have identified that total assets, the growth in capital expenditure, ROA, asset tangibility, SGA, and the sector average LTD are firm characteristics explaining the long-term debt ratios. To answer the second question whether political patronage matters in the long-term borrowing of Chinese non-listed firms, we estimate the equation (2). Under the political patronage hypothesis, we expect the coefficients on both State and LP to be positive. Results in Table 4 generally support this prediction, with t-statistics in parentheses calculated using White's (1980) robust standard errors.
[ Table 4 around here]
The coefficient on State is positive and significant when State is the only political variable in Model 8. The coefficient on LP is positive and significant as well when LP is the only political variable in Model 9. When we include these two political variables and control for each other in Model 10, coefficients on State and LP are both positive and significant at the 1% level. They are both positively correlated with long-term debt ratios, consistent with the political patronage hypothesis that the amount of bank loans accumulated in the firm tends to increase in the government's direct and indirect interest in the firm. The positive relation between long-term debt ratios and state ownership (LP institutional ownership) is not driven by the other firm characteristics.
We notice that after including political variables, all capital structure variables remain strong and significant except for SGA. The coefficients of SGA become insignificant in both Model 8 and 10, which implies that the uniqueness of products or specialized labor associated with SGA appears to be subsumed into State. This result can be consistent with some major principles of economic and SOE reforms that the state sector should remain predominated in key industries and areas which have a vital bearing to the lifelines of the national economy and state security. In this sense, State and SGA are correlated to some extent.
The political patronage hypothesis holds not only in the overall sample but also two subsamples. We compare the determinants of long-term debt ratios for large firms with those for small firms. We use the standard classification code 2 which prevails to break down firms into large, medium and small.
Large-sized enterprises must have total number of employees no less than 2000, sales revenues over 30 million RMB, and total assets valued no less than 40 million RMB; medium-sized enterprises should have at least 300 employee, 3 million RMB sales revenues and 4 million RMB total assets; the rest are classified as small-sized enterprises. After the introduction of the zhuada fangxiao (literally in English as 'retain the large and release the small') policy in 1994, the state started to reduce holding in medium-and small-sized enterprises which do not have a vital bearing on the lifeline of national economy and state security. Thus it is interesting to see whether the political patronage hypothesis equally holds between large-and medium-sized firms and small-sized firms. Results of Model 13 and 16 in things being equal, firms with government ownership tend to have more debts and this tendency appears to increase in the proportion of government holding in the firm. Both direct and indirect holdings matter!
The determinants of long-term debt ratios between these two types of firms are slightly different in two respects. The coefficient on SGA is positive and marginally significant in large-and medium-sized firms but insignificant in small firms, while the coefficient on Tax is not significant in small firms but negative and significant in small-sized firms. Since the SGA variable is intended to capture the uniqueness of firms associated with their products or specialized labors, this difference can be attributed to the fact that products or specialized labors are fairly similar across smaller firms but very different among large and medium-sized firms even after controlling for state ownership and LP institutional ownership. The tax motive appears to be different between these two subsamples. Large-and medium-sized firms characterized with more government interest can look to the state for help when they are in financial trouble so their use of debts can be at least less independent of the average tax rate. Small-sized firms should borrow from banks to reduce taxable income, minimizing the money going towards the government. The insignificant relation between LTD and Tax for large-and medium-sized firms seems to be plausible due to the soft budget constraint but the negative relation for small-sized firms does not appear to be intuitive. We will revisit this issue later.
We compare the determinants of long-term debt ratios for state firms and those for non-state firms in Table 5 . Firms can be loosely grouped into the following types: domestics, domestic collectives, joint-stock cooperatives, limited-liability, shareholding, HK/Macao/Taiwan wholly-owned ventures, HK/Macao/Taiwan joint ventures, foreign joint ventures, foreign wholly-owned, domestic private, and overseas. There is a further breakdown within each type between state and non-state so we can separate firms that belong to the state from the others.
[ Table 5 around here]
We make a few interesting observations here: first, while long-term debt ratios increase with state ownership in both types of firms, LP institutional ownership seems to influence the choice of long-term debt ratios in completely different ways -the coefficient on LP is negative in Model 19 for state firms but positive in Model 22 for non-state firms. This difference seems to imply that LP institutional ownership does not help state firms to obtain more long-term financing from banks at all. Rather, state firms with more LP institutional holding in the firm find it difficult to borrow; second, long-term debt ratios become negatively correlated with the average tax rate in state firms but remain unrelated to the latter in non-state sample. This difference is quite puzzling since state firms which face the soft budget constraint should have less incentive to borrow against corporate income tax. This result just shows the opposite.
We will revisit the tax issue and the uniqueness issue among others when we take account of possible time series effect in the next section.
Robustness Tests: Time Series Effects
It is plausible our findings, including the positive relation between state ownership and long-term debt ratios and the puzzling negative relation between the average tax rate and long-term debt ratios, can be driven by time series effect, given that China's macroeconomic factors such as unemployment rates, interest rates, and other global economic events differ from year to year during the sample period from 1998-2007. To ensure that our results are not driven by any time series pattern, we follow the Fama-MacBeth procedure (Fama and MacBeth 1973) to re-estimate the coefficients on State and LP among others. Specifically, we first regress long-term debt ratios on firm characteristics for every year and then compute the time series average and standard deviation of coefficients for each and every variable.
[ Table 6 around here] Table 6 provides regression results when we take account of time series effects. Overall the coefficients on State and LP are positive and significant, which is common to results reported in Table 5 . The positive relation between state ownership and long-term debt ratios is strong for all types of firms except non-state ones. The relation is particularly important for small-sized firms but less pronounced for non-state firms. The positive relation between LP institutional ownership and long-term debt ratios is evident in all types of firms except state ones.
Further insights obtains when controlling for time series effects. First, compared with results in Table 4 and 5, total assets, asset tangibility and the sector average continue to show strong power in explaining long-term debt ratios. However, the negative relation between long-term debt ratios and profitability and growth opportunities disappear. They are more likely to be driven by the time series effect thus do not seem to be reliable predictors. Second, the tax motive is not likely to hold given all the coefficients on Tax is not significant which suggest that Chinese firms usually apply for bank loans for reasons other than tax concerns. Third, the limited explanatory power of SGA that shows up in Table 4 and Table 5 , associated with large and medium-sized firms can be driven by some macroeconomic factors which change over time and happen to coincide with the uniqueness of products or specialized labors.
After we control for time series effects, the coefficient on SGA is no longer significant in any subsample.
Finally, the sector average of long-term debt ratios appears to be a very reliable predictor since it survives from all tests in Table 3 -6.
Conclusion
We study capital structure for a sample of 867,353 Chinese firm-year observations over the [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] period. The long-term debt ratio tends to be higher for larger state-owned firms which are less profitable.
Both the long-term debt ratios and firm characteristics seem to change over time. To test for this hypothesis, we first examine the determinants of long-term debt ratios following the literature. We find that firm size, growth opportunities, profitability, asset tangibility, the sector average of long-term debt ratio are related to long-term debt ratios. Results also suggest that total assets is a better proxy for firm size than sales revenues and the number of employees, that the growth in capital expenditure outperforms the growth in total assets and the growth in sales revenues, that ROA seems to be better than EBIT and ROE in predicting long-term debt ratios.
We then consider two political variables to proxy for the government ownership stake in the firmstate ownership and LP institutional ownership. The form captures the direct interest while the latter reflects the indirect interest of the state in the firm. When we relate these two political variables to the long-term debt ratios and control for other common determinants, we find that the long-term debt ratios tend to be higher for firms with more government ownership stake, consistent with the political patronage hypothesis. This positive relation not only holds in the overall subsample but also persists in large-and medium-sized firm, small-sized firms, state firms and non-state firms. This result remains strong even when we take into account the time series effects. After adjusting for potential time series effects following the Fama-Macbeth procedure, only firm size, asset tangibility, and the sector average survive as well as two political variables. Profitability and growth opportunities do not appear to matter in the long-term borrowing in China. LP is the proportion of LP shares in the firm by the domestic and overseas institutions, firms or other entities with legal person status; LTD is the proportion of long-term debts in total assets; Assets is the logarithm of total assets; Sales is the logarithm of sales revenues; Employees is the logarithm of total number of employees; Assets_g is the growth in total assets; Sales_g is the growth in sales revenues; CapExp_g is the growth in capital expenditure; EBIT is earnings before interests and taxes; ROA is net incomes on total assets; ROE is net incomes on total equities; Tangible is the proportion of tangible assets in total assets; Tax is the average tax rate, estimated using income tax payable over earnings before income tax; SGA is the proportion of Sales, General and Administration Expenses on sales revenues; SectorLTD is the sector average of long-term debt ratios. LP is the proportion of LP shares in the firm by the domestic and overseas institutions, firms or other entities with legal person status; LTD is the proportion of long-term debts in total assets; Assets is the logarithm of total assets; Sales is the logarithm of sales revenues; Employees is the logarithm of total number of employees; Assets_g is the growth in total assets; Sales_g is the growth in sales revenues; CapExp_g is the growth in capital expenditure; EBIT is earnings before interests and taxes; ROA is net incomes on total assets; ROE is net incomes on total equities; Tangible is the proportion of tangible assets in total assets; Tax is the average tax rate, estimated using income tax payable over earnings before income tax; SGA is the proportion of Sales, General and Administration Expenses on sales revenues; SectorLTD is the sector average of long-term debt ratios. LP is the proportion of LP shares in the firm by the domestic and overseas institutions, firms or other entities with legal person status; LTD is the proportion of long-term debts in total assets; Assets is the logarithm of total assets; Sales is the logarithm of sales revenues; Employees is the logarithm of total number of employees; Assets_g is the growth in total assets; Sales_g is the growth in sales revenues; CapExp_g is the growth in capital expenditure; EBIT is earnings before interests and taxes; ROA is net incomes on total assets; ROE is net incomes on total equities; Tangible is the proportion of tangible assets in total assets; Tax is the average tax rate, estimated using income tax payable over earnings before income tax; SGA is the proportion of Sales, General and Administration Expenses on sales revenues; SectorLTD is the sector average of long-term debt ratios.
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) LTD is the proportion of long-term debts in total assets; Assets is the logarithm of total assets; Sales is the logarithm of sales revenues; Employees is the logarithm of total number of employees; Assets_g is the growth in total assets; Sales_g is the growth in sales revenues; CapExp_g is the growth in capital expenditure; EBIT is earnings before interests and taxes; ROA is net incomes on total assets; ROE is net incomes on total equities; Tangible is the proportion of tangible assets in total assets; Tax is the average tax rate, estimated using income tax payable over earnings before income tax; SGA is the proportion of Sales, General and Administration Expenses on sales revenues; SectorLTD is the sector average of long-term debt ratios. The t-values in brackets are calculated using White's (1980) robust standard errors. LP is the proportion of LP shares in the firm by the domestic and overseas institutions, firms or other entities with legal person status; LTD is the proportion of long-term debts in total assets; Assets is the logarithm of total assets; Sales_g is the growth in sales revenues; ROA is net incomes on total assets; Tangible is the proportion of tangible assets in total assets; Tax is the average tax rate, estimated using income tax payable over earnings before income tax; SGA is the proportion of Sales, General and Administration Expenses on sales revenues; SectorLTD is the sector average of long-term debt ratios. The t-values in brackets are calculated using White's (1980) robust standard errors. LP is the proportion of LP shares in the firm by the domestic and overseas institutions, firms or other entities with legal person status; LTD is the proportion of long-term debts in total assets; Assets is the logarithm of total assets; Sales_g is the growth in sales revenues; ROA is net incomes on total assets; Tangible is the proportion of tangible assets in total assets; Tax is the average tax rate, estimated using income tax payable over earnings before income tax; SGA is the proportion of Sales, General and Administration Expenses on sales revenues; SectorLTD is the sector average of long-term debt ratios. The t-values in brackets are calculated using White's (1980) robust standard errors. This table provides results for a set of models which are intended to rule out the potential time series effect. We regress debt ratios on capital structure variables for every year and then compute the time series average and standard deviation of regression coefficients for every variable. State is the proportional of state shares in the firm held by state organs or government agencies; LP is the proportion of LP shares in the firm by the domestic and overseas institutions, firms or other entities with legal person status; LTD is the proportion of long-term debts in total assets; Assets is the logarithm of total assets; Sales is the logarithm of sales revenues; Employment is the logarithm of total number of employees; Assets_g is the growth in total assets; Sales_g is the growth in sales revenues; CapExp_g is the growth in capital expenditure; EBIT is earnings before interests and taxes; ROA is net incomes on total assets; ROE is net incomes on total equities; Tangible is the proportion of tangible assets in total assets; Tax is the average tax rate, estimated using income tax payable over earnings before income tax; SGA is the proportion of Sales, General and Administration Expenses on sales revenues; SectorLTD is the sector average of long-term debt ratios. The t-values in parentheses are calculated using White's (1980) robust standard errors. 
